**ARMS OPTIONS**

**A31**
Black Soft Touch Fixed Cantilever Arm

**A33**
Fixed Arm with Soft Polyurethane Pad

**A38**
2-Way Height Adjustable Arm

**A32**
4-Way Adjustable Arm

**X2**
11 Position Multi-Lock Synchro-Tilt Paddle Control

**CONTROL OPTIONS**

**BASES**

**BA10P**
26” High Profile Polished Aluminum Base with 60mm Hoodless Casters

**BA10B**
26” High Profile Black Aluminum Base

**BA10S**
26” High Profile Silver Aluminum Base

**CASTER OPTIONS**

**C6**
60mm Hoodless Casters

**C6S**
60mm Hoodless Hard Floor Casters

---

CONTEMPORARY STYLE, ELEGANCE AND COMFORT

**cosmo** upholstered features:

- 3211 Jack Northrup Ave.
- Hawthorne, CA 90250
- PHONE 888.925.SEAT
- FAX 866.925.SEAT
- EMAIL sales@9to5seating.com
- 9to5seating.com

**FEATURES**

- **CHAIR BACK AND SEAT**
  Upholstered (UB) - Upholstered in leather or polyurethane. The seat features UB. Signature high resilient molded foam.

- **TWO-WAY ADJUSTABLE ARM ARMS**
  Introducing the all new for 2017, 2-way, height adjustable A38 arms.

- **FOUR-WAY ADJUSTABLE A33 ARMS**
  Softly padded arms offer highest degree of ergonomic adjustment. Arms are height adjustable and soft polyurethane pads shift inward or outward for width adjustment.

- **OPTIONAL A31 ARMS**
  A31, fixed height cantilever arm available.

- **INTEGRATED SEAT SLIDER**
  The seat slider is a standard feature on the Cosmo and provides a 2.5" of seat depth adjustment. The side mounted location provides the user easy access to the activation lever.

- **DYNAMIC SYNCHRO TILT CONTROL**
  Back and seat tilt in 2.6:1 ratio. Control features eleven point tilt position lock with built in safety lock return. Forward seat tilt angle adjustment is standard with all X2 controls.

- **POLISHED ALUMINUM FRAME AND BASE**
  BA10P 27” high profile polished aluminum base with 60mm hoodless casters standard on Cosmo.

- **60MM HEAVY DUTY CASTERS**

---

**CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES**

offering C.F. Stinson, Designtex, Mohair, Merino, and Wool Signature. In the rare case we don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster your chair in any fabric provided to us!

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**

on all structural and mechanical components. Leather, fabric and foam are warranted against wear through and deterioration for five years.

**QUICK SHIP**

Cosmo ships in 5 days in select polyurethanes, L3 and L4 leathers.
THIN AND SLEEK DEFINES THE BOLD STYLE OF COSMO.

GUEST CHAIR
defined by the Z shaped chrome finished rectangular shape, the multiple detail horizontal stitches bring out the best in fabric or leather covering. Finish this off with the in-house molded high resilient foam for welcome guests.

NEW ADJUSTABLE A 38 ARMS
Soft touch polyurethane arm cap is height adjustable and

Control options with seat to back slider
Synchro tilt and seat to back height adjuster. The seat can be reset at any edge for a forward task position or a standard passive mode. Seat depth adjustment is standard on all models.

POLISHED ALUMINUM SEAT TO BACK CONNECTORS
Bring out the best with the polished aluminum accents of the seat back connectors as well as the high profile base and gas lift. The oversized 60 mm casters will show the bold with the sleek.

STATEMENT OF LINE

NEW BACK SIZE

HIGH BACK 3230

MID BACK 3220

GUEST 322a0-GT

ARM OPTIONS

CONTROL OPTIONS

BASES

CASTER OPTIONS

RA

HIGH BACK 3230

Monday 24th to 30th November

Wednesday 26th to 2nd December

Thursday 27th to 3rd December

Saturday 29th to 5th December

GUEST CHAIR

de/ fined by the Z shaped chrome /f/ inished rectangular shape, the multiple detail horizontal stitches bring out the best in fabric or leather covering. Finish this off with the in-house molded high pro/ f/ ile base and gas lift. The oversized 60 mm casters will show the bold with the sleek.

NEW ADJUSTABLE A 38 ARMS
Soft touch polyurethane arm cap is height adjustable and

Control options with seat to back slider
Synchro tilt and seat to back height adjuster. The seat can be reset at any edge for a forward task position or a standard passive mode. Seat depth adjustment is standard on all models.

POLISHED ALUMINUM SEAT TO BACK CONNECTORS
Bring out the best with the polished aluminum accents of the seat back connectors as well as the high profile base and gas lift. The oversized 60 mm casters will show the bold with the sleek.

New Back Size

High Back 3230

Mid Back 3220

Guest 322a0-GT

Arm Options

Control Options

Bases

Caster Options

Cosmo’s ultra-thin back style is supported with an elastometric inner seat upholstered in a wide selection of polyurethane or leather.